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Drying of particle suspensions is an ubiquitous phenomenon with many natural and practical
applications. In particular, in unidirectional drying, the evaporation of the solvent induces flows
which accumulate particles at the liquid/air interface. The progressive build-up of a dense region of
particles can be used, in particular, in the processing of advanced materials and architectures while
the development of heterogeneities and defects in such systems is critical to their function.
A lot of attention has thus been paid to correlate the flow and particles dynamics to the ordering
of particles. However, dynamic observation at the particle scale and its correlation with local
particle ordering are still missing. Here we show by measuring the particle velocities with high
frame rate laser scanning confocal microscopy that the ordering of weakly Brownian particles during
unidirectional drying in a Hele-Shaw cell opened on one side depends on the velocity of particles
that impinge at the pinned liquid/solid interface. Under the ambient and experimental conditions
presented in the following, the particle velocities accumulate in two branches. A higher degree of
ordering is found for the branch of faster particle velocity which we explain by an increase in the
pressure drop which drags the particles into a denser packing as the flow velocity increases. This
counter-intuitive behaviour is the opposite to what is found with Brownian particles, which can
reorganize by Brownian motion into denser packing during drying, as long as the flow velocity is
not too high. These results show that different kinetic conditions can be used to obtain dense,
defect-free regions of particles after drying. In particular, it suggests that rapid, directional drying
could be used to control the crystallinity of particle deposits.
I. INTRODUCTION
The drying of colloidal or non-colloidal suspensions is a
very common phenomenon with many natural and tech-
nological occurrences. Drying and its results are of in-
terest in geophysics (drying of soils),1 food engineering,2
paints,3,4 and ceramic materials science.5 In the latter,
drying is a critical step of many processing and shaping
routes for advanced materials. The structural evolution
of a typical suspension during drying is the result of the
interplay between many parameters, which makes inves-
tigations difficult. Of particular interest are the drying
patterns and the organisation of particles in the dried de-
posit, as the development of heterogeneities and cracks
in these deposits is critical for many applications. The
processing of defect-free colloidal crystals – which could
be achieved by drying – is of interest for photonic appli-
cations, with a band gap in the visible.6 Lattice defects,
such as planar stacking faults or other heterogeneities,
have nevertheless a critical impact on the optical prop-
erties of such materials.7 Understanding the formation
mechanism of these structures and their defects during
drying is therefore essential.
Various model experiments have thus been developed
to understand the fundamentals of drying. In films or
sessile droplets, curved fronts are formed and the control
of the evaporation conditions is difficult, which result in a
variety of drying and crack patterns.8,9 Loussert et al.10
developed a method to observe convection and diffusion
by using Raman microspectroscopy while drying charged
nanoparticles dispersions in thin-film droplet confined be-
tween two circular plates. Moreover, in this work the
authors provide spatially resolved measurements of the
colloid concentration during the drying. Unidirectional
drying has been developed as a well-controlled method
to investigate the underlying phenomena. In unidirec-
tional drying experiments, the evaporation of the solvent
occurs at the open-end of the sample. The solvent flow
carries the particles towards the opened solvent/air in-
terface, where they organize into a dense packing11–16 as
the progressive accumulation of particles continues.
Two competing phenomena control the drying: the dif-
ference of chemical potentials of water at the drying in-
terface and the external humidity, and the removal mech-
anism of vapour from the drying interface. The latter is
almost never precisely controlled. Local fluctuations of
humidity in the air at the sample scale – which can hardly
be avoided – can have a great impact on the drying be-
haviour of the system.
The mechanism that builds up the order/disorder de-
posit at the evaporation interface of drops has been pre-
viously identified in the velocity with which the parti-
cles impinge on to the pinned interface,17 and the evap-
oration rate.18 The common hypothesis is that particles
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2form polycrystalline (colloidal) crystals for slow evapo-
ration rate, where particles have enough time to reorga-
nize by Brownian motion after hitting the solid region.
The same behavior was observed in sessile drops with
large (micron-size) particles: disordered structures were
obtained for rapid particle velocity.19 Nevertheless, as it
has been shown by Schöpe et al.,20,21 the polydispersity
of particles can influence kinetics and structure of the
obtained deposits by changing the volume fraction at the
order/disorder transition.
The rise of microfluidic chips allows to observe the dry-
ing of confined droplets and colloidal dispersions: Ziane
et al., in two different works, show that homogeneous dry-
ing can be achieved by pervaporation of water through
a water-permeable membrane, such that colloidal parti-
cles can be concentrated up to the growth of a colloidal
crystal in the micro-channels.14,15 We anticipate that al-
though the size of particles is two orders of magnitude
smaller than ours and the geometry completely differ-
ent, these works show that drying colloidal dispersions of
charged hard-spheres in microchannels reveals two differ-
ent regimes of solidification along the channel. In brief,
one can observe a homogeneous concentration dampen-
ing crossing the liquid-solid transition toward the close-
packing, and the classical growth, observed classically in
directional drying, of a water-saturated solid of close-
packed particles.22 In a successive work, Laval et al.,16
by using similar microfluidic device, microfabricated in-
situ material with predetermined composition. The pro-
cess strength of the authors’ approach relies on the con-
trol of the pervaporation process at the microfluidic scale
to build materials ranging from colloidal packed beds to
polymer composites. In particular Laval et al. present
results of how colloidal crystals embedded with gradients
and fluorescent barcodes can be fabricated from a dilute
dispersion of monodisperse colloids and fluorescent par-
ticles. These recent works show that directional drying
is a powerful way to build materials with predetermined
specifications.
Despite much progress in the understanding of drying,
many questions must still be answered. What is the role
of the particle size? Does the solid region remains wet
during growth? What is the water concentration in the
solid region uniform? What are the local drying dynam-
ics? How do particles organize at the interface? And
which factors control the dynamics and ordering of par-
ticles? Dynamic, particle-scale observations are required
to answer some of these questions and in the following
we will answer to a few of them.
The organisation of particles is almost always observed
by looking at the dried sample, with optical,23 confo-
cal,24,25 atomic force,18 or electron microscopy.26 The
particle velocities were previously measured using mark-
ers (large particles), which is not ideal24 as it only pro-
vides an indirect measurement. The dynamics were also
assessed indirectly by SANS/SAXS,27,28 which only pro-
vide an average measurement of the particle behaviour.
To progress in the understanding of drying of parti-
cle suspensions, we investigate unidirectional drying of
weakly Brownian particle suspensions by laser scanning
confocal microscopy.29 Using a high imaging rate (up to
20 Hz) we can follow in situ individual particles dynam-
ics followed by their ordering at the liquid/solid limit.
We correlate the particle dynamics to their short/long
range ordering organization and find that faster particles
velocities yield better ordering and denser packings.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. Sample preparation
Monodisperse spherical PtBMA/PFEMA particles,
1.1 µm in radius, as measured by microscopy image,
were synthesized by dispersion polymerisation with a fi-
nal density ρ = 1.16 g/cm3, and fluorescently tagged with
BODIPY 545.30 The polydispersity index was about 0.1
as measured by Dynamic Light Scattering. They were
dispersed in 0.1 mM aqueous solution of Sulforhodamine
B (Fluotechnik, France), a fluorescent dye whose absorp-
tion/emission peaks are at 566/584 nm in water. The use
of this secondary fluorescent dye allows us to follow the
receding front of the solvent. The particle concentration
of the suspension was Φ=10 vol%. Zeta-potential mea-
surements showed that particles are negatively charged
(-30 mV), thus the repulsive force hinders aggregation,
and the suspensions are readily and properly dispersed.
To ensure an optimal dispersion of particles prior to mea-
surement, the suspensions were sonicated for 1 hour in
an ultrasound bath. Because of their density and size,
particles settle within a few minutes in the thin sample.
The diffusion of particles in the suspension is very lim-
ited, thus we define them as weakly-Brownian particles.
To observe the drying process, thin Hele-Shaw cells
were prepared as follows: a 8 µL droplet of suspen-
sion was placed onto a microscope glass slide (VWR).
A square cover slip (2×2 cm2 and thickness ≈ 170 µm,
VWR) was carefully deposited on top of the droplet. The
Hele-Shaw cell was sealed on three sides with nail polish.
One side of the cell is opened, inducing directional dry-
ing (Figure 1). Within the series of measured samples,
the apparent as-prepared thicknesses of all the Hele-Shaw
cells were in the 10–20 µm range. The thickness within
the single Hele-Shaw cell was uniform as we measured the
cell thickness in different points of each cell. These val-
ues were measured by microscopic images of the vertical
cross-section of the samples. Drying occurs at ambient
air condition without any control of humidity and tem-
perature. The typical drying time of an entire cell is
of several hours, but the formation of the dense zone at
the open-end takes about 30 minutes. When air starts
to invade the cell and the dense zone stops growing, we
observe the formation of labyrinthine structures followed
by the appearance of cracks (such events will not be dis-
cussed here).
3FIG. 1. Sketch of the Hele-Shaw cell with the suspension
inside. Three sides are sealed, forcing unidirectional drying
on the opened side.
B. Confocal microscopy
To follow in situ and in real-time the dynamic and or-
ganization of particles during drying, we used a Leica
TCS SP8 (Leica-Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany)
confocal laser scanning microscope. We used an exter-
nal continuous laser source at 488 nm (blue) to scan the
sample and a Leica HCX PL APO CS 20× dry objective.
The light is collected by a photomultiplier.
The 488 nm laser beam excites the dye (BODIPY)
within the particles. The fluorescence is integrated in the
495-520 nm range. A high-speed scanner allows to record
up to 20 frames per second at a 512×512 pixels2 resolu-
tion, equivalent to 290×290 µm2 at the optical magni-
fication 2×. The microscope is controlled in remote by
the proprietary Leica LAS-AF software. Due to the time
needed to prepare the sample and launch the acquisition,
the first images were taken approximately one minute af-
ter sealing the sample.
C. Image analysis
The collected series of images were post-processed with
Fiji.31 The only digital manipulation, before any further
analysis, was a linear contrast adjustment to distribute
the signal in the entire dynamic range. The images were
then converted to tiff files for numerical analysis. The
velocity of the solid/liquid interface was determined by
automated measurement of the interface position, based
on the sudden change of fluorescent signal at the interface
(Figure 2). The velocities of particles was measured using
the TrackPy Python package.32 We also used a Python
code to compute the radial distribution functions, based
on the analysis of the particles position obtained with
TrackPy.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first describe the sequence of drying events, and
how a dense region is formed and grows before air inva-
sion. We then identify the existence of regions with differ-
ent ordering, and measure the particle dynamics during
drying.
A. Drying events
In confined and unidirectional drying, the flow of water
towards the open-end of the cell carries particles towards
the pinned air/water interface where evaporation occurs.
Particles progressively accumulate, building a dense re-
gion. We observe a time-delay (on the order of half a
hour) between the onset of drying of the dense zone and
the dense zone formation, that remains wet as the water
flows through it. This phenomenon was already observed
by Divry et al.22 in drying a suspension of latex hard
spheres: as these authors, we define the observation of
crack as the onset of complete drying.
In particular, while the air/water interface is pinned
in constant position, at the open-end of the sample, our
observations reveal that the dense zone remains wet as
it grows: water flows through it, dragging always more
particles. As water flows out of the cell, the same volume
should be replaced by, for example, air bubbles or change
in thickness: we cannot observe these two phenomena
because they would appear far from the point where we
observe the flux of particles and the growth of the dense
zone.
Particles, driven by the flow, accumulate in close-
contact into a dense region (Figure 2(a)). The inter-
face between the dense region and suspension is sharp
(Figure 2(b)). The particle concentration goes from the
nominal suspension concentration to a nearly dense pack-
ing over a distance of only 2-3 particles. The diffusion
of particles in the suspension is very limited compared
to the induced advection, which is why we defined them
weakly-Brownian.
We can already observe in Figure 2(a) that the particle
organisation in the dense region is not constant: ordered
(hexagonal) and disordered domains can be observed. We
outline that the horizontal intensity change is an artifact
due to a small tilt of the sample. As the thickness of the
optical slice we look at is very thin (≈ 200 nm), a tiny tilt
is sufficient to induce a linear gradient of intensity over
the entire image. The discontinuity in intensity, assigned
to the change in ordering, is instead visible through the
vertical lines, which are averaged to yield Figure 2(b). Al-
beit it is subtle, it is yet visible. Indeed, on Figure 2(b),
we observe, at about 100 µm, that the slope changes. We
assign this event to the change in ordering. We can rule
out that the change in intensity is an artifact of illumina-
tion on the sample because we operated the microscope
in confocal mode.
The sample is a closed system with limited supply of
4FIG. 2. Alternating ordered and disordered domains observed during the formation of the dense zone, close to the opened
side of the cell. a) The suspension flows from the top to the bottom toward the air/water interface which is not shown in the
picture. Although some local reorganization of the particle can occur in the dense zone (described in the text), the ordering of
the particles is retained during drying. In this case, the dense and disordered domains observed close to the interface between
the dense deposit and the suspension will not turn into a colloidal crystal after further drying. The integrated intensity changes
along the horizontal and vertical lines as described in the text. b) The interface between the dense deposit and the suspension
is very sharp. We detect this sharp increase to track the interface position and measure its velocity.
suspension. At some point of the drying stage, the pres-
sure drop inside the sample is too high: the air invades
the dense deposit (Figure 3). Air invasion occurs too
rapidly to be captured in the images. The capillary forces
developed during the air invasion pull the particles to-
gether in the dense deposit. This locally results in an
increase of the crystallinity. In particular, we only ob-
served this behaviour at the liquid/solid interface. In
the bulk of the dense deposit, particle ordering is not af-
fected by the air invasion. The structure is probably too
compact to further densify, unlike at the edge.
The air invasion also marks the onset of crack growth in
the dense deposit (Figure 4). This feature has also been
observed during the condensation, by water pervapora-
tion, of charged colloidal particles in microchannels.14
Cracks propagate well in ordered domains whereas they
are deflected and stopped when they reach the disordered
ones. Indeed, in the ordered zone, cracks propagate along
the grain boundaries that are defects in the crystal. In
the disordered zone, we cannot define neither a defect in
the crystal structure nor a grain boundary through which
the cracks can start and propagate easily. To make eas-
ier to understand the picture, we can say that the cracks
become indiscernible in the disordered domains.
The air invasion is responsible of another drying
regime, resulting in a labyrinthine pattern inside the
cell,33–35 which will not be described in the present work.
B. Evidence of alternate order in the dense deposit
At the end of drying and particles flow, the deposit is
made of alternating ordered (hexagonal) and disordered
(glassy) domains. In the observation plane, the particle
density is apparently greater in the ordered domains than
in the disordered ones.
Close-up views of the particle organization in the or-
dered and disordered domains are shown in Figures 5 and
6. From these two figures, we estimate the 2D density
of particles to be 77% in ordered domains and 62% in
disordered ones.
The ordered domain, Figure 5, is made of 2-
dimensional, long-range ordered, colloidal crystal grains.
Defects typical of colloidal crystals can also be observed,
such as vacancies, stacking faults, or dislocations. Owing
to the well ordered domains, we argue that the ordering
should continue in the interior of the domains, in a three-
dimensional fashion. This fact was already observed in
rather similar experiment by post-mortem electron mi-
croscope images.26
We observe that the ordered structure is formed as
soon as the particles reach the dense zone. The parti-
cles carried by the flow settle in a crystalline, hexagonal
organisation at the solid/liquid interface. No further par-
ticles reorganization is observable at the current level of
magnification (40×) and resolution.
The disordered domains, shown in Figure 6, are free
from long-range cracks, as it is expected for a disorder
colloidal packing. Both disordered and ordered features
were also observe by Ziane et al.14 in colloidal crystals
growth by pervaporations in microfluidic channels. To
better quantify the particle order in the dense deposit,
we computed the radial distribution function g(d), which
represents the probability to find a particle at a distance
d from a reference one, at several positions close to the
cell edge. Typical radial distribution functions g(d) of
both phases are shown in Figure 7.
We find the g(d) confirms, for the ordered case, long-
range order extending to several neighbours. The order is
limited to the first two neighbours for the disordered case.
5FIG. 3. Close-up view of the edge of the dense region during air invasion. In the first frame, water still flows through the dense
region (top to bottom), towards the open-end of the sample. The air invasion occurs very rapidly. The capillary forces created
during the air invasion compact the structure, whose effect is a higher degree of particle ordering. The dashed line is a guide
for the eye to follow the recession of the dense deposit. This behaviour is only observed at the edge of the dense deposit. Far
from the edge, the order or disordered configuration of the particles is not affected by the air invasion.
FIG. 4. Cracks in the dry dense deposit. The formation
of cracks starts after air invades the dense deposit. Cracks
are preferentially formed in the ordered domains (A) going
through the grain boundaries, they are deflected and stopped
in the disordered domains (B).
The g(d) of the ordered domain strengthens the thesis
of readily made hexagonal 2-dimensional lattice (made
of several grains), whereas the g(d) for the disordered
domain is the expected for a randomly packed structure.
From these results we cannot infer the actual numerical
value of the particle density that is a measure of the
three-dimensional packing.
We have shown that directional drying causes the for-
mation of hexagonally ordered domains, and large, dense,
and disordered domains. The presence of these two dif-
ferent organizations implies that at least two different
mechanisms cause the ordered/disordered arrangements.
We hypothesize that the particle collision velocity at the
FIG. 5. Close-up view of an ordered domain in a dried sample
(no water flows anymore). The dense deposit is composed of
close-packed domains with cracks between ordered domains.
solid/liquid interface is the origin of the mechanism of
ordering.
C. Dynamic study of the formation of the dense
deposit
The rapid imaging mode of the microscope allows us to
individually follow the trajectory of particles during the
formation of the dense deposit. From the trajectories we
measure individual particles velocities vp so that we may
identify the ordering mechanism during the formation of
6FIG. 6. Close-up view of of a disordered domain in a dried
sample (absence of water flow). The structure is dense and
disordered, with an apparent short-range order only.
FIG. 7. Radial distribution function g(d) through the or-
dered/disordered dense domains: (ordered) long-range quasi-
colloidal crystal extends up to several orders of neighbours
versus (disordered) short-range ordering. r is the radius of
particles.
the dense deposit. vp was measured with the particle
tracking package TrackPy,32 which detects the particles,
track their position, and compute their velocity. Par-
ticles are tracked from about 60 µm from the interface
until they reach the interface. As particles are weakly-
Brownian, their velocity directly results from the velocity
of the water flow towards the interface. There are there-
fore little variations in their velocity as the interface is
approached.
In the same series of images, we can also determine the
interface velocity V of the packed/dilute interface. V is
computed by measuring the interface position in each se-
quence of images. The results of V versus vp are shown
in Figure 8 for the ordered domains (colloidal crystal)
and in Figure 9 for the disordered domains. Each point
drawn in these two figures is represented by at least hun-
dreds of tracked particles: in particular each red point is
represented by a population of thousands of particles.
We measured an average v¯p = 14 ± 2 µm/s for the
ordered packing and similarly v¯p = 9 ± 2 µm/s for the
disordered domains. In Figures 8 and 9 we represented
the distributions of vp that were used to build the V ver-
sus vp. We can observe that the distribution are clearly
non-gaussian. The interface velocity V is accidentally the
same (V ≈ 2 µm/s) for the two types of ordering.
To assess a possible correlation between the V , vp, and
order/disorder we propose a simple mass-conservation
model, schematically represented in Figure 10.
We suppose that the number dN of particles in the
newly formed region of the dense deposit during the time
dt is equal to the number of particles arriving from the
suspension at the same time, that is:
dN
dt
= V · Φd · S = vp · Φs · S ⇐⇒ V = Φs
Φd
· vp (1)
where Φd and Φs are respectively the volume fraction
of particles in the dense deposit and in the suspension,
and S is the cross-section of the cell, see Figure 10.
Using our model with Φs = 0.1 in the suspension and
Φd = 0.74 characteristic of a dense crystalline structure,
we have drawn the continuous blue lines in Figures 8
and 9. Although we cannot really determine the real
three-dimensional structure of the dense deposit (unless
by breaking the dry sample to image the transversal sec-
tion), the 2D-image clearly shows the characteristic pat-
tern of a two-dimensional hcp or fcc organization, both
of which have the same particle density Φ = 0.74. The
prediction of the model (blue line) crosses the largest
fraction of data points (red area) of Figure 8. At the
spatial length scale of Figure 11 (one hundred of parti-
cles per horizontal line) and time-scale, we observe that
the particles, once they have reached the densification
front, freeze at the contact point and do not locally re-
organize or move. This remarkable coincidence might
imply that this region forms instantaneously (within a
time interval between two frames, which is 0.05 s) as a
dense crystalline lattice and it does not become packed
afterwards. The precise crystalline nature of the dense
packing in 3D is still to identify.
We draw the pink lines in Figure 9 such that it crosses
the area with the largest fraction of points (red areas).
Within our model, the volume fraction measured by this
qualitative approach is Φg = 0.5. This Φg value ap-
proaches the onset of glassy behaviour (Φg = 0.58). We
7FIG. 8. Left: Interface velocity V versus particle velocity vp, measured from images series where ordered domains are formed.
Colour bar represents the percent fraction of the total data. Continuous lines are drawn from the simple mass conservation
model, see Figure 10: blue line for ordered zone, Φd = 0.74, pink for dense and disordered domains, Φd = 0.5, see text. Right:
histogram of the distribution of vp. The velocity distribution is clearly non-gaussian.
FIG. 9. Left: Interface velocity V versus particle velocity vp, measured from images series where disordered domains are
formed. Right: histogram of distribution of vp. Both plots as in Figure 8.
note that the phase diagram for hard-sphere particles
is quite complex with crystal/liquid coexistance starting
at a volume fraction of 0.49421 continuing to 0.545, and
then from 0.545 to 0.74 being crystalline. Additionally,
the glass transition occurs at 0.58 and continues to 0.64
which is generally accepted as randomly close packed.
To simplify the phase identification in our visual obser-
vations, we will consider a phase diagram consisting of
either glass or hexagonal lattice. For clarity, the same
pink line is replicated in Figure 8. The difference be-
tween the measured particle fraction and the onset of
glassy behaviour might be due to a different ordering
induced by the glass wall. We note in Figure 6 an unfo-
cused bottom layer of particles that allow us to confirm
the three-dimensionality of the lattice. However, due to
the dense packing, the imaging depth is limited to two
layers of particles and we are unable to investigate the
particle organization within the bulk volume.
The correlation between particles velocities and or-
der is a counter-intuitive observation after the work of
Marín et al.17 about the drying of water-based suspen-
sions in sessile drops (particle radius in the range of
0.25− 1 µm). The authors elegantly showed that order-
ing (hcp or bcc/fcc colloidal lattice) is caused by parti-
8FIG. 10. Mass conservation model used to draw the contin-
uous lines in Figs. 8 and 9. S is the cross-section of the cell.
Φd and Φs are respectively the volume fraction of particles in
the dense deposit and in the suspension. V is the velocity of
the interface (where the deposit grows) and vp is the velocity
of particles arriving from the suspension.
cles slowly colliding with the solid/liquid interface. These
colloidal particles, due to their Brownian motion, can re-
arrange into an ordered structures. The colloidal parti-
cles that arrive rapidly hamper the rearrangement of the
neighbours because they quickly form aggregates.
A phenomenon similar to what we observe has been
recently described by Piroird et al.18 The authors’ expla-
nation on how order takes place while drying colloidal sil-
ica nanospheres (12 nm radius) in controlled atmosphere,
is based on the rate of evaporation of the solvent. For
small evaporation rate, particles aggregates form in the
suspension that can not order as they reach the inter-
face. During fast drying, the particles have no time to
form intermediate aggregates, and impinging singularly
onto the solid/liquid interface, they can order in closely
packed structures. In our conditions, we never observed
any particles aggregation.
We observe that these two reports are apparently in
contradiction and predict that particles size is one of the
key conditions to observe ordered/disordered particles ar-
rangements in drying experiments. Despite the similar-
ities between the reported works and ours, we reiterate
that our samples are unidirectionally dried in a confined
Hele-Shaw cell with a single open-end. We believe that
the formation of quasi-organized structures is more likely
due to the energy necessary to reorganize the particles as
they arrive at the interface.
The counter intuitive result that we observe is related
to particles that are only weakly Brownian. The Peclet
number Pe, which is the ratio of diffusion time to hydro-
dynamic time, Pe = 6piη vpR
2
kBT
(R = 1.1 µm , radius of the
colloidal sphere, η the water viscosity) is 51 and 79 for
vp equal to 9 and 14 µm/s respectively. In our system,
the particles do not have time to explore configurations
by diffusion as they reach the dense deposit. Their mo-
tion is controlled by the hydrodynamic flow which drags
them to the open end because of the solvent evaporation.
The flow of water through the packed particle deposit
generates a pressure gradient that can be estimated using
Darcy’s law and Kozeny-Carman’s equation:
∆P
L
= kµvpS
2
v
φ2f
(1− φf )3 (2)
where L is the length of the deposit, φf the particle
volume fraction, µ the viscosity, Sv = 3/R the ratio of
surface to volume of the particles for ideal spheres, and
k a constant whose value is generally 5.26 This equation
shows that a higher velocity leads to a higher pressure
gradient and consequently to a higher packing of the
particles. It was confirmed experimentally by Inasawa
et al.26 that higher impinging velocities lead to higher
volume fraction in the deposit in unidirectional packing.
Moreover the pressure acting on the particles may help
to overcome the electrostatic repulsions between the par-
ticles, leading to short range attraction between the par-
ticles. Consequently the authors observe a saturation of
the volume fraction in the deposit around φ = 0.5 corre-
sponding to a disordered deposit as attractive particles
cannot rearrange as they reach the deposit.
In our case, we find experimentally φf = 0.74 and
vp = 14 µm/s in the ordered domains while for the dis-
ordered domains φf = 0.5 and vp = 9 µm/s . Tak-
ing these two sets of values and L = 10−3 m, we find
∆P = 16 kPa for the ordered domains and ∆P = 0.6 kPa
for the disordered domains. The stress pushing on each
particle F = 2pir2∆P is of the order of 120 nN for the or-
dered domains and 5 nN for the disordered domains. We
then calculate the DLVO potential taking into account
the Van der Waals attraction and electrostatic repulsion.
We find that the DLVO barrier is of the order of 12 nN.
Therefore the Darcy’s stress is sufficient to overcome this
barrier in the case of the ordered domains but not for
the disordered domains. Consistently, very little particle
reorganization occurs in the dense region after its forma-
tion (Figure 11) while we show in Figure 12 that once
the particles are embedded in the disordered zone they
can undergo some Brownian motion but this local motion
is insufficient to result in disordered domains rearranging
into ordered ones. Water still flows directionally through
the dense region, which limits the free movement of the
particles and drags them.
The disordered to ordered settlement transition as the
particle velocities increase is similar to what has been
observed in the formation of crystals with non-colloidal
particles. In these cases, an external source of energy,
for example ultrasound or mechanical agitation, is nec-
essary to organize grains in a crystal form.36,37 Likewise,
the pressure gradient on the particles due to the solvent
flow toward the open side of the cell can then be consid-
ered as the source of energy necessary to induce particle
organization.
9FIG. 11. Close-up view of the dense deposit/suspension in-
terface during the growth of ordered domains. The ordered
configuration of particles is formed as the particles arrived at
the deposit interface.
FIG. 12. Sequence of images showing some reorganization
in a disordered domain behind the deposit interface. Time
between each frame: 0.093 s. Some particle reorganization is
observed, improving the packing density, but not enough to
yield an ordered domain. The region shown here is located
approximately 20 µm behind the deposit interface (10 particle
layers).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The drying of particle suspensions is a complex phe-
nomenon where evaporation rate, difference in chemical
potential of solvent and environment, and size of colloidal
particles play interconnected roles. From our observa-
tions we find that confined drying by directional flow
behaves differently to drying of colloidal suspension of
sessile drop.
By tracking in-situ and in real time the evaporation-
induced motion of weakly-Brownian particles close to the
open end of a Hele-Shaw cell, we found that the struc-
ture of the solid deposit is controlled by the velocity of the
particles impinging on the pinned dense zone. In our ac-
tual ambient and experimental conditions, we found two
particle velocity regimes that allow us to define a particle
velocity threshold, only valid for the current experiment.
Particles form disordered domains without aggregation
on their way to the dense deposit when travelling below
this threshold (slow regime). Ordered domains, for which
we cannot infer the actual three-dimensional crystalline
nature, are formed when the particle velocities are above
this threshold (fast velocity branch). Albeit we defined
this kinetic threshold about vp ≤ 10 µm/s, we cannot
rule out if other factors contribute to the order/disorder
organization. It should be stressed that the velocity of
the solid/liquid interface does not significantly change for
ordered or disordered accretion. A better control of both
the evaporation rate in constrained experimental condi-
tions and the Hele-Shaw cell will give a strong impulse
to understand the mechanism of densification by drying
of colloidal suspensions with strong benefit in material
processing routes.
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